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Candidate Name: Jessica Cohen 

Candidate For: Austin District 3 Council Member 
  

1. What are your top three priorities for reducing greenhouse gas emissions in 

Austin, and what actions would you take to implement needed changes? 

 

A) Solar power. Lots and lots of solar power. From high visibility campaigns making 

people aware of the Austin Energy rebate to a floating solar farm on Lady Bird Lake. 

B) Get the COA 100% off coal starting by buying and shutting down the units at the 

Sam Seymour Power Plant. Then move to generating our own green energy 

solutions instead of buying them.  C) Cracking down on TNCs. Ride shares, which 

were supposed to decrease traffic, have had an opposite effect. To make matters 

worse, most of the drivers in ride share cars are driving around looking for a fare or 

sitting idling. This is rapidly increasing the amount of CO these vehicles are emitting. 

We need to implement new traffic ordinances and strongly enforce the current ones 

to limit the damage the increased amount of traffic brought by TNCs as long as it 

does not violate the state Occupations Code for TNCs. 

 

2. As mayor or council member, you will be a member of the Austin Energy 

Utility Oversight Committee.  What will you do to make sure that Austin 

Energy takes the necessary steps to phase out its use of fossil fuels for power 

generation by 2030? 

 

I have always thought that buying “green credits” doesn’t actually make us a green 

city. We have all this water in Town Lake and Lake Travis that could be used beyond 

just hydroelectric energy. The COA should implement floating solar farms and with 

the amount of sun we get, could power up to 11% of the city. I also propose the city 

of Austin implement stricter regulation on Rideshare and Taxi companies in regards 

to carbon emissions. An incentive program could be established for electric or hybrid 

cars being used for TNCs or Taxis and fines imposed for more than a set number of 

drivers on the road from any one rideshare at any time. My friends who are 

RideAustin, Uber, or Lyft drivers often say they drive around doing nothing or sit with 

the car running while waiting for their next fair. This is increasing Austin’s carbon 

footprint, creating more ozone action days, and needs to stop. I’d also propose and 

incentive program through Austin Energy and ordinance changes for vertical axis 

wind turbines. A city incentive program could require every new home have solar or 

wind powered energy in return for lower energy costs and lowered property taxes. 

 



 

 

3. Despite declining costs of solar, many low income residents and multi-family 

housing tenants are challenged to participate in Austin Energy’s existing 

rooftop solar programs. Do you think it is important to expand access to solar 

by developing targeted programs and policies at Austin Energy? Please 

explain. 

 

100% Yes. Purchasing and installing solar energy solutions may be less expensive 

than it once was but it’s still not cheap. Most lower and middle income residents 

(including myself) will not have access to the funds needed to begin the process 

much less finish and wait on a rebate. The COA and Austin Energy not only need a 

broad and active ad campaign informing residents of current assistance and rebates 

but need to increase those rebates while offering greater assistance to lower and 

middle income residents. 

 

4. Local, distributed scale solar installation has produced values to the utility, 

community and the local economy. Do you support the expansion of utility 

investment programs (including rebates) for installing solar locally within the 

Austin Energy territory? Please explain. 

 

Yes. Please see above answer. I strongly support greater rebates and increased 

financial assistance for the initial purchase and install of solar energy. 

 

5. What specific role and responsibility do you see Austin taking in responding 

to local, regional and international impacts of climate change, including 

preparing for large numbers of people displaced by extreme weather events? 

 

I think if there’s anything that Hurricane Katrina showed the COA is that we aren’t 

really prepared to deal with any kind of major weather event. Since then, the COA 

has taken steps to expand its emergency management and created the Austin 

Climate Resilience Action Plan. The action plan is a good start but, I believe the 

vagueness of the strategies could be alleviated with a better defined set of goals. I’d 

like to see specifics from the departments responsible for each strategy spelling out 

exactly what their plan is. For example, if there was an extreme weather event the 

convention center would be used as a shelter for displaced individuals. The 

convention center does not have the capabilities to provide adequate shelter if 

power or water was lost. One way around that would be utilizing an elevated water 

reservoir that could be replenished through AC condensation and green storm water 

capture. The COA needs to take larger steps preparing for the climate change 

initiated events that we’re sure to see over the next several decades. 


